Cloud computing
and infrastrucutre
services
Transform to digital with hybrid IT and
multi-cloud solutions

In our digitally driven, information-fueled
workplaces, our most critical data needs
to be protected, but not at the expense of
access and control. That’s why important
work happens in the cloud. We develop the
capabilities that allow our customers to host
secure, reliable and agile cloud computing
workloads. Cloud has never been a “one size
fits all” solution. Specific business needs
and application workloads drive platform
decisions and as the landscape continues
to change, the need for a hybrid delivery
strategy is becoming more and more
desirable in order to address the diverse
needs of an organization.
Hybrid cloud spending is on the rise, with an
increasing number of enterprises adopting
a multi-cloud strategy. Most organizations
are already in an evolving state toward their
cloud solution, with some cloud instances
already running or planned.
Perspecta cloud services
Perspecta delivers cloud offerings that
leverage best-in-class commercial
technologies to drive innovation and achieve
true interoperability. Our cloud computing
and infrastructure solutions enable customers
to host their workload on the optimal
platform across private, public and hybrid
cloud, as well as, legacy infrastructure
environments.
Our proven services help you rapidly
modernize your infrastructure, and securely
move and manage workloads to the most

appropriate cloud environment. We also
provide third party assessment (3PAO)
services to help civilian, defense and
intelligence agencies achieve FedRAMP and
DoD SRG compliance.
Our hybrid IT approach
As trusted advisors, we help customers
identify key infrastructure transformation
opportunities, through strategy and
advisory services that include accelerated
transformation workshops and roadmaps. We
assess and migrate our customers’ enterprise
platforms and infrastructure to cloud services
to enable digital solutions—including storage,
networks, applications workplace and
analytics. We enable our customers to offer
modern IT services by integrating multicloud
services and traditional infrastructure to
achieve the most of their existing IT estate,
while gaining greater operational and
financial control.
Our next-generation cloud computing and
infrastructure offerings
• Cloud advisory services: Develop a clear
cloud strategy and path towards hybrid IT
and multi-cloud computing across your
organization
• Workload migration services: We apply
minimally disruptive migration tools and
methods to suit a broad array of customer
needs for private and public cloud solutions
• Service integration and management/
ITSM/ITOM: A digital platform to adopt a
multi-sourcing supplier strategy to cover IT
service needs in this hybrid IT and multicloud era

Benefits
• Increase IT automation to lower
costs
• Improve end-to-end data protection
and governance
• Simplify management across data
center and cloud
• Improve application and system
performance
• Manage multi-cloud environments
• Enable DevOps deployment

• Public cloud solutions: Public cloud
solution sets that enable Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service
(PaaS) services using Microsoft Azure and
AWS commercial, government, DoD and
secret clouds
• Private and hybrid cloud solutions: Build
your own cloud and bridge services with
an integrated IaaS solution that provides
the agility, speed and security needed
tocompete in the digital economy
• Storage services: Store and manage your
data in the most appropriate environment
across traditional data center, cloud and
hybrid storage
Our traditional mainframe, compute and
network service offerings
• Mainframe services: Around-the-clock
operation and support of the IBM z/Series
mainframe platforms
• Compute services: Deployment and daily
delivery of compute platform environments
in your data center, consisting of
monitoring and management of hardware
and system software configurations
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• Network services: Manage your advanced
network infrastructure and cloud access
points with our leading industry partners,
including Verizon, HPE/Aruba, F5, Cisco and
Riverbed
Why Perspecta
• Trusted partner of our government
customers for more than 50 years with
a vested interest in their transformation
success
• Deep pool of highly skilled, cleared talent
providing high quality cloud engineering
and architects at scale
• Cloud solutions with cybersecurity built
in, not bolted on, to achieve agency
compliance requirements
• Advisory sessions and tactical workshops
that output a path forward with unique
insight for cloud transformation
• Integrated partner ecosystem, bringing
world-class commercial technology and
cost-effective solutions aligned with your
mission needs
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